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PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF dE/dx COUNTERS

A. H. Walenta

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Abstract

The performance of existing or nearly completed detectors for par-

ticle identification by using the relativistic rise of energy loss will

be discussed. Detailed analysis of systematic errors leads finally to

large detector systems approaching the ultimate resolution as measured

in small test devices.

New methods for extracting the information from che counter with

the potential of better particle separation than standard dE/dx will be

presented. It includes very fine sampling, 5-ray clipping, and cluster

counting.

Introduction , r., -r. ; .••• -.

Among the techniques for particle identification, the use of the

relativistic rise of energy loss exhibits a special property which makes

it unique for jet physics, i.e., it is possible to identify particles

which are close to each other. However, there are also serious drawbacks:
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- small difference of energy loss by different particles

Eo-E^ ]_ m^
—r as 7 Zn —
E 1 6 m2

- saturation of the increase of energy loss with increasing

3v and/or density of gas;

relatively large fluctuations of energy loss in thin gas

samples (50%... 1007, FWHM).

Unfortunately, the large fluctuation of energy loss cannot be cured by in-

creasing the thickness, t, of the sample. It has been found experimentally,

and can be explained theoretically, that the width of the distribution first

decreases as expected roughly with v' t , but becomes almost constant at about

30c'o FWHM, which is by far not sufficient for particle identification.

Therefore, the energy loss in a large number of individual samples, n ,

has to be measured and an appropriate mean value has to be calculated (trun-

cated mean or maximum likelihood method). This, however, imposes a serious

experimental problem if one wants to maintain a fine granularity because

then the energy loss in a large number of volume elements has to be recorded.

If this number is M = n n n and n as n ~ n = 100, M = 10 volume elements

are necessary. Usually special readout schemes for the second coordinate are

applied to reduce the product n n by using the correlated information of

pulse height and timing, or introducing a third coordinate (stereo angle) as

discussed in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Still, one is left with a

very large number of readout channels and therefore it has been recognized
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2
that the use of simple MWPC's is very difficult (Dimcovski). For some

favorable applications of modest granularity, a careful design of the

device allows the use of a large, but manageable, number of independent

3
proportional counters (EPI). With the introduction of drift time sampling

4
(ISIS), and the application of this idea to the high precision drift

chambers for the storage ring physics in various geometries (JADE, TPC), '

it was possible to subdivide space up to 100 individual cells without in-

creasing the number of readout channels. Clearly, such a technique is more

susceptible to systematic errors than the stack of individual tubes, but

there has been substantial effort by a number of groups building and testing

detectors on this principle that these problems can be eliminated.

Although the theoretical understanding of the energy loss in thin gas

12 13

samples shows considerable progress, ' it will be necessary, in the follow-

ing, to develop a semiempirical method for comparison of existing devices and

to allow criteria for a new design. It will appear as if the question of

number of necessary samples, sample size, pressure, and choice of gas has

settled and it is understood that the predicted particle separation can be

obtained in a practical device. On the other hand, the current solutions do

not give satisfactory particle separation in typical storage ring applications

where a detector is desired covering a large fraction of the full solid angle,

and being small and compact enough to be surrounded by shower detectors. There-

fore, new, promising techniques will be described in the second part of this

paper which use different estimates for the relativistic rise of the mean energy

loss. These techniques are expected to increase the relativistic rise and/or

reduce the statistical fluctuations.
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The Relativistic Rise

The effect which is used for particle identification is the increase

of energy loss with increasing gy. Unfortunately, the formula describing

14 15

this effect given by Landau and completed by Sternheimer does not give

the desired agreement with the measurement of the ionization loss in gases.

Very detailed calculations for Argon, however, could reach agreement with

several measurements and therefore the conclusion would be that the Landau

formula with Sternheimer's density correction has to be modified. The

detailed discussion of Allison (these proceedings) show, in addition, that

the basic physical assumptions are correct, but that the concept of the mean

ionization potential may need a more detailed treatment. For the present

purpose, it is sufficient to use the Landau formula with a correction term

determined by experiment.

The most probable energy loss is given by,

2

r m e at 2 2 1
E = ^ \:-. -~j— + 0.891 + 2 Zn 3Y - 2i 3 - 3 - 5 , (1)

3" u I J

with I = mean ionization potential

5 = correction term

at = 0.153 Z/A ct (MeV for ct in g/cm2).

It is useful to consider E/at which is proportional to the energy loss

per electron and to separate principal terms,

E/ctt = - ^ ; k I *± ) + R&. 3v) - 5(k,t,3v) I
5 ^ L ^ 1 " J
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2
r at- *\ m c at

with V.( — ) = Zn -£-=— + 0.891 , (3)
v I y I

a term which contains only properties of the absorbing gas, R = 2 2,n 3V -

2
2 r.i 3 - 6 , a term containing only the velocity of the particle and 5 the

correction term which, following Sternheimer, should depend on k,t, and 3V

such that it cancels the relativistic rise of term R at high Sv. It also

should depend weakly on I, which may be neglected in the following for

simplicity.

In order to avoid difficulties arising from the absolute calibration

of the energy loss measurement, it will be normalized to the minimum E . /at.

For this value, an expression can be obtained,

Emin / a t = 2'

which is valid for 5 < k < 15 with a precision of 1%. For the relative

energy loss in the region of relativistic rise, one obtains (j3 a= 1),

_ k + R -6
=

min 2.3^0.77.,

and therefore,

5 = k - E/E . (2.37k °t77-l) + 2 ̂  v -1 . (6)
m m
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Figure 1 shows the results calculated from measured values of E/E .
m m

for variable pressure and different gases with t = 2.3 cm. Although in

the following, the dependence on I will be neglected, the negative 5 at

low Y shows clearly that at least for propane the Landau formula needs ad-

ditional correction. This offset apparently persists also at high Y and

indicates that an overall correction will be necessary. In the following,

the best eye fit through the points for a given Y will be used.

The experimental determination of 5 then permits one to obtain a

formula showing the dependence of E/E . on the thickness of the absorber

t. Since 6 is a function of the gas density and composition, but not of

the thickness, it can be written 5 = 5(k.,Y), with k. given by k = k. +

J-. t/t and t1 = 1 cm. It follows,

k + Zn t/t + 2 in Y - g2 - 5 (k ,Y)
E/E . = — =-r= . (7)

m l n 2.37(k1+^t/t1)°'
77-l

The thickness only enters logarithmically, but the dependence is still

strong enough to be a necessary correction for comparison of measurements

at different sample thickness.

For particle identification, the relative difference of energy loss

of two particles with masses m. and m_ at the same momentum has to be

calculated. In the following, a momentum of p = 3.5 GeV/c is assumed for

reasons of availability of test measurements, of typical application range,

and of the fact that the results are almost constant towards higher momenta

until saturation effects occur.

The relative difference of energy loss is given by (g «- 1),
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Note also that A6 = 6 (k. , Y2) "
 5 (ki • Yj) depends only on k., but not on

the sample thickness. In addition, it should depend only very slowly on

p/m = 3Y as long as the slope of the relativistic rise is constant. This

is the case for 7 s gy < 50 to 100 (depending on k.), and in this region

the devices are to be compared.

In order to determine i6(k.), the same measurements as above ara used.

Eo"E]_ E(Bv)
The quantity, , has been obtained from measured curves of s ' for

E m i n

different gases and pressure by subtracting values at corresponding values

of 3V, with irt9 the pion mass. Figure 2 shows that k describes this quantity

reasonably well. The two points, somewhat below and above the fitting line,

belong to very high pressure Ar and very low pressure propane, and are outside

the typical range to be tested. From this curve, A5 (t = 2.3 cm) has been

determined. A good approximation was found to be:

£5 = 0.108 (k-5)

A6 = 0 for k < 5.

Since £.5 only depends on k.., as discussed above, k has to be replaced by

k1 = k - i/r. t/t_ _ (t, „ = 2.3 cm) in order to make this expression useful for

variable absorber thickness. With this notation, A6 is given by,

A5 = 0.108 (kx - 4.17)

45 = 0 for kx s 4.17 .

Together with the expression for E . , one obtains,

F v 2*i jj! - 0.108 (k -4.17)

— = n 77 • (10)
min 2.37 (^ +5n t/i^) * -1



Figure 3 shows the result for m.., nu the kaon and pion mass, respect-

ively, as a function of t(cm) with k. as the parameter. Included are values

of k.., for the following gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure (see also

Ref. 16).

Gas I(eV) k

C,HQ 50.3 11.38
•J O

50

191

501

.3

.2

.2

1-

0.9 Ar + 0.1 CH4 191.2 8.22

0.875 Xe + 0.075 CH4 501.2 7.37

-<- 0.05 C,H

Another set of measurements uses electrons and pions where the electrons

give the plateau value of the r e l a t i v i s t i c r i s e . For this case, the above

expression is not val id anymore since at leas t one value (the electron) exceeds

the range of 3v where the slope of the r e l a t i v i s t i c r i s e i s constant . In most

cases , the pion is at such low momenta that i t is at or close to the minimum.

These measurements are best compared with the maximum r e l a t i v i s t i c r i se which

is defined as E /E . , with E the value of the plateau,
max mm max r

Using Sternheimer's approximation, one obtains,

19.26 +&n tit
j = ° Q 7 7 t t = 1 cm. (11)

min 2.37(̂ +^71 t / ^ r* -1
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The measured values for t = 2.3 cm are slightly lower (Fig. 4), and are

better represented by,

E 18.6 +4n t/t,
max 1

17 n 77
min 2.37(k + !n t/t ) U " ' -

Only the values for low pressure Xe and low pressure propane are somewhat

too high, but all other values which are of importance here fit quite well.

The same reasoning as above allows here the extension of the formula

to different thicknesses of absorber t. In all cases (formulas 7, 10, 12),

there is a remarkable increase for smaller t, particularly for low k.. This

13
behavior is expected since in the microscopic picture, developed by Allison,

the relativistic rise is due to an increase of the transverse cross section

in the region of energy transfer of a few hundred eV, while most of the energy

loss is due to the longitudinal cross section which extends to higher values

of energy transfer (resonant and Rutherford scattering), which is constant for

relativistic velocities. Decreasing the thickness of the sample, decreases

the total energy loss, and a larger fraction of energy loss due to the longi-

tudinal cross section will not contribute to the most probable pulse height

because it is far out in the high energy tail. The formula given above

integrates over the contribution of the different electron shells and may

only give reasonable results down to a thickness corresponding to an energy

loss of a few hundred eV, which corresponds typically to a few mm at NTP for

an argon mixture. For smaller gaps, shell effects have to be taken into ac-

count and, in addition, the energy loss distribution will change in such a

way that a definition of the most probable energy loss becomes meaningless.
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Resolution

The difference of energy loss for different particles, as determined

in the foregoing chapter, has to be compared to its possible precision

of measurement in a detector. Mainly three sources contribute to the

resolution:

the statistical fluctuation of the proportional gas gain;

the statistical fluctuation of the energy (ionization) loss;

systematic errors.

The first, the statistical fluctuation of the gas gain, is mainly determined

by the fundamental process of charge multiplication where an electron gains

enough kinetic energy in the strong electric field near the anode wire to

ionize an atom of the counting gas, resulting in multiplication of the number

of free electrons by a factor of two. Statistical treatment of a limited

number of subsequent basic multiplication steps leads to the intrinsic resolu-

tion of the multiplication process. These distributions have been calculated

and measured for single electrons. For larger numbers n of starting

electrons, usually the fluctuations of ng has to be taken into account which,

in the simplest case, is the fluctuation of the number of ion-electron pairs

produced by a known amount of energy released, e.g., by using photo absorption

of soft x-rays. A number of measurements have been performed in this way, and

it has been found that the relative fluctuation of the signal charge A.Q/Q is

well described by,

f = &Z
v'E
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showing, as expected, the dependence on lA/E with E the energy deposited

in units of keV.

Assuming that the same results are obtained for a given energy loss

of a charged particle, the folding of the detector response with the

energy loss distribution gives the pulse height fluctuations in question.

The energy loss distribution for charged particles in thin absorbers

14
has been calculated by Landau. He obtains a two parameter distribution.

One parameter, the most probable pulse height, has already been discussed.

The other parameter is the full width at half maximum W. It has experi-

mentally been found that a good fit could always be obtained by adjusting

19
only these two parameters. It turned out, however, that the measured W

is always considerably larger in thin gas samples than Landau's formula

predicts. The Monte Carlo calculation, discussed in the previous article

by Allison, shows, on the other hand, that for the case of Ar the measured

values agree with his calculations. Since these calculations have not yet

been carried out for other gases at various pressures and absorber lengths,

the necessary information of how W depends on these parameters has been

obtained experimentally. Figure 5 shows the results we obtained with a small

test counter under ideal conditions where known systematic errors have been

eliminated.

Although W is not uniquely described by the quantity OCt/l, and a weak

dependence on I is still observed, the differences are so small that at/I may

be introduced as a sort of "reduced absorber thickness" for determining che
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full width at half maximum of the energy loss distribution. The contri-

bution from the detector response is included in Fig. 53 which shows a

stronger dependence on I. For very sraall I (e.g., H 2 ) , the detector

resolution may be equal to the fluctuation of energy loss and for hydro-

carbons it may affect the total width if a deterioration of the resolution

by a factor of two is allowed in the detector.

Since it is the main purpose of this article to describe the experi-

mental situation, in Fig. 6 the experimental values of other measurements

are shown and the curve of Fig. 5 for Ar is repeated. The points are marked

by letters which refer to the list of experiments in Table 1. Most of the

measurements show excellent agreement with our measurements. Of particular

interest are the measurements by Lehraus where the variation of at/l was

obtained at constant pressure by increasing the absorber length, while in

our measurements the pressure and I were varied. This again supports the

validity of the concept of the reduced absorber length at/l. Only very few

measurement results are slightly below the reference curve, which usually is

an indication of saturation due Lo excessive high gas gain, which results

in no improvement for particle separation because the relativistic rise de-

creases correspondingly. A number of measurement results are somewhat above

the reference curve, showing that in a real experiment, particularly when

using a long drift path and high pressure, a reduced accuracy is obtained.

Possible reasons for these deviations are systematic errors discussed in

more detail below.
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The typical dependence of W on at/I shows again the reason why the

ionization along the total track length has to be broken up into small

parts and then treated with an appropriate .algorithm.

At small at/I, the width W decreases with l/vfat/l , but at at/I =s 0.5,

a careful examination shows the improvement slows down and at at/I > 10,

it becomes almost constant at W/E = .2 ... .3. A frequently used treatment

of the values of the n small sample consists of calculating the mean value

E, . with a variation of W. .(FWHM) of the 40% smallest signals. Because
(n) (n)

the energy loss distribution is determined by only two parameters, it is

found that the following relation holds,

(n) mp

with W,/E the r e l a t i v e width of a s ing le c e l l , E the most probable1 mp mp

pulse h e i g h t , and

g(n) = n°-428 .

It is expected g(n) < v'n , since the procedure of discarding the 60%

largest signals reduces the number of effective samples. Therefore, the

resolution of a detector with a given number of cells, n, and a given total

reduced absorber thickness L = n at/I is uniquely determined.

Figure 7 shows a graph from which the resolution of a given system can

be obtained. Since most detectors will work with Argon mixture (I ss 191 eV),

the scale L is chosen to show the total length in units of atm • m and the
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straight lines represent a cell size yielding units of cm • atm for Ar.

Points of constant resolution are connected together. As expected, for

a given detector length L, the resolution improves as one increases n,

which is equivalent to smaller subdivisions, but at about t s 4 cm • atm

13

it becomes constant. Calculations from Allison indicate that theoret-

ically it should improve further but it has to be kept ir mind that the

present result derived from measured energy loss distribution contains

not only the energy loss distribution, but all other experimental contri-

butions to the final resolution. On the other hand, the particle identi-

fication still improves with smaller sample size since the difference in

energy loss increases as discussed in the previous chapter.

Figure 7 also shows points for actual devices based on their design

and therefore the resolution read from the graph gives the expected resolu-

tion. Table 1 compares these numbersto the actual achieved resolution in

these devices.
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TABLE 1

Device

a) EPI

b) TPC

c) ISIS

d) JADE

e) CRISIS

f) JADE

g) CLEO

h) UAl

i) Va'vra

j) ISIS T

k) CRISIS 2

1) Va'vra T

m) R 807**

Ref.

3

6

4

5

10

5

7

8

11

4

10

11

9

n •
(cm <

128 x

192 x

300 x

48 x

192 x

48 x

117 x

200 x

47 x

60 x

64 x

41 x

42 x

t • p
atm)

6.1 x

0.4 x

1.6 x

1.5 x

1.5 x

1x4

0.733

0.8 x

1.5 x

1.6

1.5

1.5 x

0.8 x

1

10

1

4

1

x 2.4

2*

2

1

1

Wfn)
r-*—̂  expected
E(n)

6.2%

6.0%

7.0%

9.6%

9.6%

10.6%

10.1%

10.4%

10.5%

14.4%

14.3%

16.8%

22.8%

^ ' measured

6.5%

6.3%

14 %

16 %

11.8%

14.0%

13.5%

12.6%

27 %

"40% Ar + 60% ethylene increases at/I by a factor of 2.

This device has been designed for particle identification for particles

at lower momentum and uses the larger effect on energy loss proportional

to 1/32.
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Experimental Particle Identification

A combination of the results of the two previous chapters gives the

expected particle identification. As a figure of merit, the difference

in energy loss of two particles E ^ N " E,,.. divided by the rms deviations

; of the resolution will be used

E(2) ' E(l) _ . E(2)
E . E. . Wmm (v)

with v = 1,2, depending on the V of which particle is closest to V = 25.

Furthermore, Fig. 9 of Ref. 16 shows that for v = 10 ... 100 W/E is constant

within a few per cent.

For particle separation where one particle (2) is in the Fermi plateau,

the following expression is used,

E(2) " E(D . 2 35 ( -322. _ fill ̂
^ E ^ ^

Also, for V < 10, the above mentioned correction for E m / W has been applied.

These values of E.,. - E^./c are called expected, and compared to measured

values. The latter are obtained from published data in the following obvious

way. Figure 8 shows a typical measurement of the ionization loss of two dif-

ferent particles after full treatment of the data. The separation in units of

the c of the lower of the shown curves (in most cases the higher is equal) is
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called the experimental result. Table 2 lists the measurements available

so far. Only two of them are full scale devices and the data are obtained

under actual data taking conditions (EPI and JADE). One device represents

a full sector (CLEO) with the same number of samples as the full device,

and one (test) device is already large enough (ISIS 1) to give good particle

separation. All other devices are small test devices (and therefore indicated

with a "T"). In the JADE detector, two sets of results are obtained. One

number is derived from measured data where pions and electrons are present

with a large number of other tracks, while the second set is obtained when

the particle in question is the only one seen in a cell. The reason for tha

different results will be discussed below.

It is tempting to calculate the ratio R of measured to expected perform-

ance. Fortunately, no value for R < 1 was found and it is interesting to plot

R as a function of the time elapsed between the first test of a multicell

device in a beam and the time when the quoted result was obtained. It seems

(Fig. 9) as if a general rule emerges. One starts with a performance of about

v' 2 worse than expected, and after a few years of hard work and eliminating

various systematic error sources, the performance reaches the desired value.

This observation is somewhat trivial, but of particular importance in the game

of particle identification by using the relativistic rise of energy loss because

this factor decides if particle identification is feasible. In addition to the

time factor, the complexity of the device should be considered as well as fund-

ing and experience of the group building and operating the device. These factors

are beyond the possibility of meaningful description. Figure 9, however, sug-

gests that these are not the decisive parameters and that the design resolution
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TABLE 2

Device

ISIS (T)

EPI

TPC (T)

JADE

JADE

Va 'v ra (T)

CLEO

Particles

n/e

p/TT

p/rr

n/e

TT/e

n/e

n /e

1 / e

p(GeV/c)

0.5

40

50

.8

.45

.45

4

.45

AE/o
expected

8.0

2.2

5.1

11.8

5.0

4.2

3.2

8.3

AE/cr
measured

8.1

3.2

6.1

15.0

7.8

7.8

4 .1

11.1

R

1.01

1.48

1.20

1.36

1.56

1.86

1.32

1.36

Analysis among large numbers of tracks in small solid angle ( jet- l ike event).
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may generally be achieved after recognition and elimination of error

sources which occur in large scale devices under realistic operating

conditions.

Systematic Errors and Corrections

Since an energy loss resolution of better than 10% is intended, the

systematic errors should amount, at most, to a few per cent. This require-

ment is difficult to fulfill since relatively broad energy loss spectra of

a large number of wires have to be adjusted to each other with such a pre-

cision. In addition, the desired resolution of the wires combined can only

be reached if the individual measurements are independent of each other,

which is difficult to control. In the following, a number of known systematic

errors will be discussed as they appear as a function of geometrical parameters

(track position), particle conditions (rate, double track separation), detector

construction (cross talk), and signal processing (base line shift).

Position Dependence

The position of a particle track with respect to the detector can be

characterized by five independent parameters: three translational degrees of

freedom (x, y, z) and two angles Y and 9. In a typical detector geometry,

x will be the shortest drift distance from the wire, y quantized due to the

wire spacing and roughly parallel to the track, z parallel to the stretched

anode wire and the angles f and 8 with respect to the anode wire plane or

the anode wire direction (Fig. 10).
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The dependence on y then translates to the difference in different

channels (wires), while a dependence on z is caused by a variation of

gas gain along the wire which is mostly randomly distributed over all

cells (variation of wire radius). However, a variation of gas gain along

3 may be observed if very long wires are used and sagging produces a system-

atic change of potential wire to anode wire distance. Therefore, high

mechanical precision is required even if no high precision drift time mea-

surements are intended. Careful design of the wire plane has been observed

4 11

by the ISIS group. Va'vra showed by using computer simulation and mea-

surements for a plane with alternating anode and potential wires that a pre-

cision of AL/L ^ 3 x 10 of the gap width L is required for a gain variation

not exceeding 1%. This leads to a precision of about 0.1 mm for a cell size

(max. drift path) of 30 mm.

A dependence of the amount of collected ionization electrons on x is

easily understood by looking on a typical plot of drift trajectories of a

cell in the magnetic field (Fig. 11). The picture also includes the iso-

chronous lines which connects points of equal drift time. The lines have a

curved shape, mostly due to the converging field shape near the anodeu There-

fore, the ionization of (straight) tracks arrives at the wire stretched out

in time, depending mostly on x (Fig. 12). Since the induced charge on the

anode wire (the measured signal) is a relatively slow function of time, due

to the slow movement of the positive ions created in the avalanche, the ar-

rival time dispersion has to be folded with a weighting function for the signal.

For cylindrical geometry, it follows (see textbooks on radiation detectors,

for example Ref. 20; a detailed discussion on induced charges is found in Ref. 21)
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2 £c
Q Zn (1 + t/t ) rA Zn Ta

K ' and t ~
Qo h ^ ° 2u+V

with r the anode wire radius and r the cathode tube radius. For a wire
A o

plane consisting of alternating anode and potential wires and a drift space

perpendicular to it, there is no simple formula. A reasonable approach can

be obtained by calculating the position r(t) of the positive ions from the

avalanche by using an approximation for the electrical field,

where r has to be adjusted such that the desired value E(r.) at the surface

of the anode is obtained. For example, for an Ar/CH, mixture, a gas gain of

A = 10 is measured at E(r.) « 200 kv/cm • v p , with p the pressure in units

of atmospheres and r. = IQJ. The induced charge is given by

Cr(t)]

where f(r) is a weighting function which does not coincide anymore with the

DC - potential distribution. It has to be determined separately. For il-

lustration, we will use here the weighting function for an anode wire (potential

wire plane described in more detail in Ref. 21) and apply it to the JADE

chamber.
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The weighting function is very steep in the beginning, but levels

off after about 100 ns and extends up to typ?.cally milliseconds determined

by the drift time of the positive ions to reach the cathode. In order to

achieve a good double track resolution, the signal can only be integrated

over a short time, T.. The signal is then given by,

T

The JADE electronics, for example, is set at T. = 120 ns and the obtained

signal depends somewhat on x (Fig. 13), resulting in a necessary correction

for tracks near the anode wire. Other detectors use somewhat longer integration

time at the expense of impaired double track resolution.

Attachment

Another effect producing a dependence on x is the attachment of drifting

electrons to electronegative impurities in the gas which most likely will be

oxygen, 0?. Then, the number of electrons arriving at the anode depends on

the drift time,

n/n = e ,
o

with L/T the absorption coefficient. Very little is known quantitatively about

1/T because it is a sum of a number of different atomic/molecular processes

which have not yet been studied independently and in detail.
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The first step of attachment is the capture of a free electron by

the 0? molecule,

02 + e - <0 2)*

which leads to an oxygen ion excited in a vibrational state which is not

stable and would liberate the electron very quickly (see, for example

Ref. 22). Therefore, a capture process leading to a different excited state

or a subsequent de-excitation is necessary to produce a permanently attached

electron summarized in the following possibilities:

radiative attachment:

the excess energy is liberated in a radiative de-excitation;

- disassociative attachment:

the excess energy is used to disintegrate the molecule;

three body attachment:

in an encounter a third body (molecule) absorbs the

excess energy.

The most likely process is the three body capture which leads to an expression

for a mixture of molecules M and a trace of oxygen,

where [M] designates the concentration of the molecule (number of molecules/volume)

and a are the attachment coefficients characteristic for the process,
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(02 ) *

If the oxygen concentration is very small, [O.]/E[M ] < 10 , the first
z v v

term can be neglected and 1/T depends only linearly on [o.]. This as-

23
sumption has been verified in measurements for a number of mixtures with

1 = Ar and M,, = CH, , or M~ = C09. Under the additional assumption that aMl =

noble gas does not easily absorb energy in a collision (a.. « ^ O

values for a. could be obtained (Fig. 14). For comparison, values for other

24
molecules given in the literature are included. The tendency is observed

that molecules being very effective in cooling the electrons leading to small

diffusion are the molecules with high a . At this point, it is important to

have more detailed information in order to determine the underlying physical

reason for this behavior and to decide if there are gases at all with small

diffusion and small attachment at the same time.

Although the measurements of Ref. 23 agree very well qualitatively with

the concept of the three body capture, they were not intended to prove the

theory but to give useful results for the anticipated conditions of the TPC

and therefore the measurements were only made at high pressure, p = 10 atm.

The dependence on pressure, however, would reveal if the three body capture

is the only effective process because, in this case, a quadratic dependence

would be the consequence. Preliminary data on the pressure dependence have

24
been obtained by Lehraus, indicating that a more complex situation may emerge

since the dependence is between linear and quadratic, probably a mixture of both.

1/- = l/r(3) + l/r(d) = S a [02] [My] + b [02]
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TABLE 3

Material

NEMA G-10 (not flame retardant)

FR4 ("flame retardant G-10", only
FR4 is stocked by LBL)

PVC 3321-13-2 9 28AWG 7 S T R

3M Col Twisted Pair Cable

TPC Prototype Pad Preamp
Circuit Drawing #2X384251

All capacitors used in the TPC
Prototype Pad Preamp

All resistors used in the TPC
Prototype Pad Preamp

All transistors and diodes used
in the Prototype Pad Preamp

Kester 44 Resin Core Solder
SN60 .040 Rosin Core #66
(without cleaning flux)

Motroy Rosin Flux Remover

Amp Ribbon Coax Cable

Distilled Water

Hexane

Methanol

Dow Corning 200 fluid

Monsanto Terminol 44

Mild Steel (Clean)

Mild Steel (Rusty)

Polyester Monofilament Fabric (undyed)
(Tetko Trade Name "Pecap")

Polyester Monofilament Fabric (dyed orange)
(Tetko Trade Name "Pecap")

Vesamid & Epon 815 potting Compound

100 Meg 0 Resistors
Caddock Electronics #MG721

Classification

Good

Bad

Good

Bad

Good

Good

Good

Marginal

Bad

Bad

Bad

Bad

Bad

Bad

Bad

Good

Good

Good

Bad

Good

Good
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where I/"1" ... could be due, most likely, to dissociative capture (Fig. 15).

The TPC group has also made detailed studies to determine if vapors and

gases evaporating from various materials produce attachment. Each material

is classified by good, bad, or marginal, corresponding to its possible use

in the TPC (Table 3).

In principle, the attachment loss can be corrected but it seems un-

practical because of the complex dependence on a number of parameters:

correction for distance;

correction for angle because of nonsymmetric

drift in one cell and E/p dependence of 1/T;

variation of impurity concentration.

Attachment also approaches the two resolution curves in Fig. 5, which

may finally lead to a substantial contribution of the fluctuation of the pro-

portional gas gain.

For example, in the test measurements stable conditions could only be

achieved with a circulating purification system using a filter trapping electro-

negative impurities and a molecular sieve to remove water. Similar systems

have been implemented at the large device, ISIS 1. For the construction, it is

of particular importance to observe only a restricted use of large plastic foils

serving as windows because air has a relatively high rate for diffusion through

the foil. Also, foam material inside the chamber should be avoided for reasons

of outgassing.

*Ridox, Fisher Sci. Co., Pittsburgh, PA., USA.

**Type 3A, Union Carbide Co., New York, USA.
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Saturation

The dependence on ¥ and 6 is mostly due to saturation of gas gain.

The effect can be visualized as follows. Individual clusters of the pri-

mary ionization arrive in the mean in intervals of it = 10 ns at atmospheric

pressure (v = 5 cm/us, 20 clusters/cm) while the positive ions of an ava-

lanche move within 10 ns about 35y. away from the anode wire and are still

within the region where gas amplification takes place for the next cluster.

Therefore, a reduction of gas gain is expected for the second cluster. If

the second cluster arrives somewhat shifted sideways along the wire, which

occurs for inclined tracks (S r 0), the reduction in gas gain will be less

severe. Figure 16 shows a set of measurements for variable ~ and different

25
gas amplification factors. The diffusion makes this effect also sensitive

to the drift distance x since the spread of the ionization along the wire

reduces the local space charge at the wire. Note that the diffusion perpen-

dicular to the drift direction is in typical drift chamber gases larger than

parallel to it. Figure 17 shows that after a few centimeters of drift (dif-

fusion broadening Z £ 0.5 mm) the dependence on 3 becomes rather small.

The dependence on V has been studied by Va'vra. Using a long inte-

gration time (T- = 20us) the variation in the spread of arrival time could

be ruled out as the reason for this observed variation of pulse height width

i'. A more detailed measurement showed that not f, but a derived quantity D

(or in our previous notation x) is the responsible variable (Fig. 18).

Changing the field distribution by changing the potential of the wires between

anode wires, showed that low field pockets and probably attachment are respon-

sible for the dip.
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Rate Effects

The positive ions from the gas multiplication process build up a

space charge c(x) in the drift region, which is determined by the equi-

librium condition of ions produced and ions removed on arrival on the

cathodes. Since the ion drift velocity is rather slow, the space charge

may reduce the effective field around the anode wire and reduce the gas

gain, G. Calculations for a cylindrical geometry show a very strong

dependence on the maximum drift distance r (radius of the outer cylinder),

G/G = exp(F r" Q N)

with F a slowly varying factor depending on the operating condition of the

detector, Q , the avalanche size of a single event, and N, the particle rate

per wire length. Measurements for a small drift chamber (1 cm drift length),

9 -1 -1 27

with Q N = 2 x 10 electrons mm sec , a gain variation of 1% is noticed

(Fig. 19). For larger drift distance (increase of r ), the effect becomes

much more severe. Calculations and measurements for TPC like geometry are

reported in Ref. 28.

Double Track Resolution

Particle identification by the measurement of energy loss is particularly

interesting for its high modularity or the possible identification of two

particles close together in space. The limit towards smaller track separation

is given when the signals of the two particles cannot be separated in time.

As discussed earlier, the minimum integration time must be somewhat larger
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than the maximum spread of the arrival time of electrons from one track.

After 100 ns, about 1/3 of the total signal has been collected, after

1 us about 1/2, and the full charge only after a much longer time (up to

a few milliseconds). Clearly, a decent double track resolution can only

be obtained when the signal is clipped and the base line restored. Since

the change of the subsequent signal has to be recorded with a precision

of a few per cent, the tail of the preceeding signal has to be reduced

to this value. A simple differentiation does not provide an efficient

29
solution. The ISIS-electronics uses a number of RC filters adjusted to

the typical pulse shape obtained in their detector (Fig. 20). Another

solution is the sampling of the base line before integration starts, as

30
is automatically done in the recording electronics of the TPC where a

signal is actually recorded in several buckets of a charge-coupled-device

and, therefore, the time development can be observed (Fig. 21). In the

JADE detector, a slow base line restoration is implemented (Fig. 22).

Therefore, for the first signal of a sequence the base line is known.

For all subsequent signals, a correction is calculated depending on the

time difference and the amplitude of the preceeding. In this way, a con-

siderable improvement of the resolution could be obtained. Table 2 shows,

however, that double track events still show poorer resolution which is

largely due to the fact that even at Ax = 7 mm double track resolution in

a jet, a large number of cells is lost reducing the number of useful cells.

A similar effect to the base line shift is produced by long range coupling

in a multicell detector, as observed by the ISIS group in early tests. Im-

perfection in the decoupling of the signal current of individual cells caused
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coupling of large signals to all other cells, and therefore introducing

a systematic error of considerable size. On the other hand, it was

observed by Va'vra that corrections of short range coupling between

neighboring cells improves the resolution by only a few per cent of

the quoted value. The long range coupling had been carefully removed

and then the following coupling was observed:

Coupling of:

wire n to wires n + 1 and n - 1 5% (opposite polarity)

wire n to wires n + 2 and n - 2 1% (opposite polarity)

wire n to wires n > n + 2 and n < n - 2 « 1%

The quoted ratio of coupled charge and its polarity suggest that it is in-

duced by the positive ions moving away from the anode wire.

Calibration

After realizing the importance of systematic errors, the question of

off-line correction and calibration arises. If 10 volume elements have to

4
be read out, at least 10 have to be calibrated (assuming a slow systematic

dependence). In addition, about 10 x 10 angular steps have to be considered.

With about 1000 events in each 5 dimensional calibration volume, about 10

calibration events are necessary, which cannot be collected during run time.

It is obvious that a large fraction of calibration has to be done on a test

beam or with a calibration source ( Fe - x-ray source). Recently, it has

32 33
been found that calibration with ionizing laser beams seems to be possible.
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Also, better understanding of the phenomena will occasionally eliminate the

need for calibration of the 5 dimensional space and one Fe source control-

ling the gas gain of one wire to monitor the high voltage, gas composition,

and gas density will be sufficient. The electronics may be calibrated by

computer controlled signals fed selectively to all inputs and recording their

response as already successfully implemented in the JADE and ISIS systems.

Further Development

The present knowledge and techniques of particle identification, using

the relativistic rise of total ionization loss, seems to be understood in its

basic limits: on one side, the best possible resolution is determined by the

total amount of absorber material (counting gas) making the better detector

longer or more complicated because of high pressure. On the other hand, one

realizes that systematic errors are very tedious to eliminate, and it is

possibly more realistic to "overdesign" the apparatus and invest less effort

into achieving the ultimate performance. Improvements focus on three points:

increase the relativistic rise;

reduce the Landau fluctuation;

reduce sensitivity to systematic errors.

From Fig. 3, one easily reads the direction of possible improvement:

smaller sample size. For the relativistic rise, one has good reasons to ex-

pect an increase and also for the resolution measurements at very low pressure,

34
an improved behavior is observed. This is expected as well from a more general

point of view since the ultimate particle identification will be obtained if
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each individual collision can be recorded, and the measurement in smaller

samples is an approximation towards this goal. In order to manage the

larger number of cells, it had been proposed by Allison quite early to

use the drift time for sampling. Here the drift will be parallel to the

track direction such that a drift time interval At corresponds to a spatial

interval, Az along the track, and is given by At = Az/v . With the typical

drift velocity of v = 5 cm/Us, one has to record the amplitude every 20 ns

for a cell size of Az = 1 mm. The problem now seems to be the electronics

and, furthermore, one expects very large systematic errors since 8 «s 0, which

causes space charge effects.

Recently, however, the development of fast, low priced, fully integrated

36

shift registers makes it attractive to consider this idea again. Furthermore,

it has been learned (see also discussion of the time expansion chamber below)

that the drift velocity can be lowered considerably (v < 1 cm/s) and that an

improved stability of gas gain can be obtained while the ionization is drifting

in. If the practically achievable stability is good enough for a precision

measurement, it still has to be shown.

37
Preliminary measurements have been carried out by Platner and Ludlam

using an apparatus as shown in Fig. 23. When the ionization from the 3 mm

zone has completely disappeared, ionization from the 13 mm zone is still ar-

riving on the anode wire plane. The signal distribution in time represents

the charge distribution in space (for regions of constant drift velocity) and

is recorded in slices of 10 ns into a 5-fold shift register via a amplitude-

to-digital flash converter. By adding together 10 ns slices, the effective
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thickness of the absorber could be varied. Figure 24 shows the relativ-

istic rise of the truncated mean for pions and protons at p = 3.5 GeV/c

as a function of sample size (plotted: sample meter). The increase of

the relativistic rise with decreasing sample size makes it very attractive

to pursue this technique.

38
Another approach towards improvement has been reported by Bateman.

Here, the focus is on the improvement of the width of the energy loss

distribution. The idea is to project the ionization track in time as above

and cut off with a diode circuit all large signals which belong to large

energy transfers of the primary ionization and which are in the normal pulse

height spectrum responsible for the large fluctuations. The truncated signal

is then integrated and treated as usual. First results show tuat the tail

has been effectively removed, making it in principle possible to achieve

particle separation with large cells and consequently with a small number of

readout channels, but with the resolution of relatively small cells.

Cluster Counting

The third approach deviates from the principle of measuring charge in

the gas samples: it measures the number of primary ionization acts which is,

in principle, the same as bubble counting in bubble chambers or as streamer

counting in streamer chambers for particle identification. The advantage is

a complete suppression of the Landau tail because each cluster, if large or

small, counts the same. The fluctuations are only given by the Poisson

distribution. An example may illustrate the principle. If a minimum ionizing

particle produces about 2000 clusters on a track length of 1 m, the fluctuation

of this number is given by An = 2.35/,/ 2000 = 5.3% FWHM which is at the same
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time the precision of the measurement. The actual number of clusters

depends on the gas mixture and pressure.

For the following qualitative discussion, it is sufficient to

39 *
consider Bethe's expression for the mean number of clusters

3' ion ' ion

with I. the ionization energy (not to be confused by the mean ionization

potential in the formula for the energy loss) and a and b correcting for

shell effects which have only been evaluated for hydrogen (a = 0.285, b =

3.04). They are expected to vary only slowly for different absorber material.

nic
Also, 2m -— changes very little and therefore the mean number of clusters

xion

n depends almost entirely on at/I. for a given |Sv.

Experimentally, values of n for a few gases are available (most of them

reproduced in Ref. 40); however, not always consistent. A particular problem

of measuring n arises because the smallest possible cluster consists of ex-

actly one electron and it has to be detected with high efficiency since this

class of clusters represents the largest fraction. Direct experimental

techniques are droplet counting in cloud/diffusion chambers or streamer count-

ing in streamer chambers. Here, it is assumed that a single ion pair produces

a signal. Bubble counting in bubble chambers is not suitable since the minimum

41energy deposit for bubble creation is quite high and subject to uncertainty.

*A more detailed formula containing polarization effects is given by
Ermilova et al.*°
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Another technique uses the fact that the efficiency £ of a gas counter

depends on n^t,

i n ™nt
1 - £ = e

since the number of clusters should follow a Poisson distribution. Most

such measurements have been done in the past with low pressure Geiger

42
counters, and a few with atmospheric proportional counters. A third

43
technique measures the free distance towards a cluster using a drift

chamber as shown in Fig.25. For a particle track passing over the anode

wire, the delay of the anode signal depends on the drift time of the first

cluster arriving at the anode. For Y ̂  0.5 mm, this drift time is t = Y/V_

with V_ =* constant for the gases used and therefore the arrival time distri-

bution is given by,

P(t) =

the factor 2 taking into account that clusters reach the anode from both sides.

Figure 26 shows the measured n as a function of at/I. . For atmospheric

pressure values of n = 5 to 45 can be obtained by adjusting the gas composition.

The measurements done with the proportional chamber show somewhat smaller n

than obtained with the other techniques. Particularly for Ar (mixtures), only

half the number of clusters is found in the proportional counter. Clearly, the

formula of Bethe does not reflect the effects of mixtures which are expected to

alter the behavior in the neighborhood of I. , and therefore these measurements

may not be contradictory.
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The relativistic rise of the primary ionization has almost the same

relative slope 1/n-dn/d (£n 3Y) as the most probable energy loss, but

saturation effects behave differently. Since every cluster is counted

with the same weight and most of them come from ionization of the outer

shells, they will saturate quickly. If the most probable pulse height is

measured, the inner shells giving mostly large clusters have a much larger

weight and saturate at high $Y. Therefore, the plateau is reached earlier

40
in the cluster counting. The detailed calculations of Ermilova e_t al.

show that Ne should give the best results (Fig. 27), whereas Xe does for

the energy loss (not shown).

Measurements of the relativistic rise of n have been performed using

44
streamer chambers, which basically agree with the calculations. One point

45
using the drift chamber techniques is available for protons and pions at

4 GeV/c, agreeing with calculations as well. Figure 28 shows the drift time

distribution for these two particles in a drift chamber set up as shown in

Fig. 25.

Allison has calculated the expected particle identification for both

the cluster counting and energy loss measurement (Fig. 29; see also previous

article) in Ar. Cluster counting up to 3V «; 50 gives a mass resolution which

is twice as good as the energy loss measurement. They become equal only at

3y = 150. Clearly, the two very attractive properties of the cluster counting

method, the "digital" information which allows high precision reducing systematic

errors and the smaller fluctuations allowing better resolution in a smaller

gap length, stimulate the development of practical cluster counters.
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Among the methods mentioned above to measure n, only the streamer

counting is of practical importance. It has been shown that the calculated

44 46
resolution can be obtained. '

For counter experiments the drift chamber method mentioned above is

useful as a starting point. If it were possible to count not only the first

arriving cluster, but also all following, pure cluster counting could be

achieved. In an ordinary counting this however is not possible since the

mean distance between clusters (here the drift time difference) is of the

order of 10 ns, but the width of a signal from a single cluster (anode and

amplifier response) is typically At ^ 6 0 ns, and therefore much coo large.

47
A new type of chamber, the time expansion chamber (Fig. 30), solves this

problem by slowing down the drift velocity in the drift region (V s= 1 cm/us)

and speeding up the anode signal. This is achieved by using a thin anode

wire (1/3 mil diameter) and a small gap limited by a fine grid separating the

drift region from the detection region. Diffusion, attachment space charge

and transparency of the grid can be controlled in such a way that individual

clusters can be detected with a simple discriminator at the anode (Fig. 31).

45
Our measurements with an argon mixture show that stable conditions are

obtained by reaching a plateau for the number of detected clusters as a function

of gas amplification (Fig. 32), They show, furthermore, that the distribution

fits well a Poisson distribution (Fig. 33) and that n follows the typical curve

as a function of gy (Fig. 34). The relativistic rise, however, is only about

half the value expected. Extrapolation of this measurement gives, therefore,

a mass separation which is "only" as good as measuring the energy loss (Fig. 29).
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Clearly, this is not a basic limitation of the method and once the effect

is understood in more detail, improvements may be possible. A step in

48
thid direction has been done by Lapique and Piuz with model calculations

of the primary ionization in argon and its response in a time expansion

chamber, including diffusion ^ n- f f
 and the dead time p of the anode wire-

discriminator element (here expressed in units of the corresponding drift

length). Figure 35 shows the absorber length of Ar necessary to obtain

K/p-separation (2z) as a function of the momentum p. For comparison, the

dE/dx curve and the ideal cluster counting (p = 0, c *, = 0) are included.

The other curves are calculated for 0' ... = 20Q.I and variable 3. For a small

dead tine (p = 2CU), it shows similarity to the dE/dx curve since diffusion

spreads the clusters and ultimately decomposes them into single electrons which

are individually counted and, therefore, are a measure of dE/dx rather than

counting clusters. For larger p, this effect quickly disappears and a loss of

particle identification occurs due to the dead time losses. Hence, calculation

could explain the smaller measured relativistic rise and would indicate the

direction of improvement. The better choice would be a larger time expansion

factor which would, for a given dead time at the anode (At zx 10 ns), reduce the

corresponding dead time interval c in space. Unfortunately, this interpretation

is inconclusive since in the experiment we could not find a change of the

relativistic rise by changing the time expansion factor. Furthermore, the mean

number of clusters found in this gas mixture was n = 12/cm, while the above

cited calculations assumed n = 27 in the minimum, Monte Carlo calculations,

including &n.cc and p, but using a simpler program for creation of the primary

ionization, show at n = 12 negligible dead time losses. A measurement giving
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each cluster a weight which somehow remembers the width of the cluster upon

arrival and its size showed an improved relativistic rise, while the distri-

bution still does not show the Landau tail. This result is included in Fig.

29 as "weighted cluster counting" and gives an overall improved particle

separation. At this point, more measurements (also for different gases) would

reveal if the observed effect is due to the detector response or whether it

is inherent to the primary ionization.

Conclusion

The present knowledge and techniques of particle identification using the

relativistic rise of total ionization loss (dE/dx) in proportional counters seems

to be understood in its basic limits: On one side, the best possible resolution

is determined by the total amount of absorber material (counting gas) making the

better detector longer or more complicated because of high pressure. On the

other hand, one realizes that systematic errors are very tedious to eliminate and

the time and effort necessary to achieve this goal has to be weighted against the

costs and problems of building a longer detector wxth a longer margin in the pre-

cision necessary for particle identification.

New developments focus on gaining more detailed information from the ioniza-

tion along the track by drifting the electrons along the track and recording their

spatial distribution as a time distribution (time expansion chamber). Various

shades of treatment of the data between full integration (equivalent for dE/dx),

integration in very small sizes, weighted cluster counting and pure cluster

counting are possible. Each one of them has its problems, but improved particle

identification may result from a more complete understanding of the energy loss

and detection mechanism.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. "Density r.orrection" 5 over k. .

Parameter: Y. Solid curve ( ) used for further calculations.

Fig. 2. Energy loss difference of TT and k at p = 3.5 GeV/c normalized to

E . as a function of k. Sample thickness t = 2.3 cm. Dashed
min

curve ( ) used for further calculations.

Fig. 3. Calculations for relative difference of energy loss (i • k at p =

3.5 GeV) as a function of sample thickness (t. = 1 cm). Parameter

V
Fig. 4. Total relativistic rise E m a x/

E
m i n (

E
max

: plateau; E m i n: minimum)

over k1. ( — • — ) Sternheimer's approximation — best fit to

measured data.

Fig. 5. Relative width at half maximum of energy loss distribution over

at/I measured in test chamber.

Fig. 6. Relative width at half maximum over at/I comparing various

devices. Solid line: data for Ar from Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Resolution of a multilayer system with n cells and total absorber

length pL for Ar. Letters indicate parameters of actual devices

(see Table 1).

Fig. 8. Results of the ISIS test showing separation between individual

electrons and pions. U : truncated mean pulse height; n+: events/
1K

channel.
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Fig. 9. R as a function of time elapsed between first test of a

devica and recording of data giving the quoted particle

separation. Solid line: suggested dependence.

Fig. 10. Definition of coordinates for tracks relative to the wires.

Drift field E assumed perpendicular to wire plane (as in

JADE-type detectors).

Fig. 11. Cross-section of JADE-cell showing drift trajectories and

lines of equal drift time (dashed).

B = 4.5 kG, E = 0.94 kv/cm. Gas: 0.887 Ar + 0.085 CH, + 0.028

i - C, H,o at p = 4 atm.

Fig. 12. Arrival time dispersion of electrons from tracks at different

distance x from anode plane (dQ/dt scale). Weighting function

of induced charge for 120 ns integration LQ(120-t)/Q -scale].
o

Fig. 13. Signal variation due to changing arrival time dispersion with

distance x (from Figs. 11, 12).

Fig. 14. Three body attachment coefficient for attachment on CL with various

third bodies. ( — ) and ( . ) Ref. 22; (a) Ref. 23.

Fig. 15. Pressure dependence of attachment in Ar/CO, mixture.

Fig. 16. Saturation effect as a function of 3 and gas amplification factor A.

Measured pulse height normalized t< its value at 9 = 45°. Gap width

L = 10 mm, wire spacing s = 4 mm. Anode diameter 2Qa. Gas .55 Argon +

.38 isobutane + .07 methylal.



Fig. 17. Effect of diffusion on saturation. Pulse height as a function

of 3 for indicated drift time intervals (ns).

Fig. 18. Pulse height loss for ionization near wire plane.

Fig. 19. Space charge effect on gas amplification. G/G gas gain relative

to zero counting rate. Q: total charge in single avalanche;

N: particle rate/wire length.

Fig. 20. Shaping circuit and base line restorer of the ISIS system

(schematically).

Fig. 21. Waveform of double track recorded in two channels of the TPC-

electronics. 76.2 ns/bucket — 4 mm/bucket.

Fig. 22. Base line sampling of the JADE-electronics.

Fig. 23. Principle of dE/dx sampling in drift direction (schematically):

(a) chamber layout and beam direction

(b) recording electronics.

Fig. 24. Measured relativistic rise. Truncated means of protons and pions at

p = 3.5 GeV/c as a function of sample size (plotted: samples/meter).

Fig. 25. Principle of measuring n in a drift chamber.

Fig. 26. Compilation of measured values for mean number of clusters in

a few gases. ( . ) measurements using cloud/diffusion chambers,

Geiger counters, and streamer chambers; ( o ) using proportional

chamber and drift chamber. So1id and dashed lines are eyefits

through ( . ) resp. ( o ).
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Fig. 27. Calculated relativistic rise of the number cf clusters for

noble gases.

Fig. 28. Drift time distribution of the "first" cluster using the

arrangement of Fig. 25 for protons and pions at p = 4 GeV/c.

Gas pressure p = 0.5 atra, V = 4.46 cm/us, n = 14.9/cm atm,

n = 12.3/cm atm.
P

Fig. 29. Mass resolution calculated as a function of Sy for dE/dx

(dashed), pure cluster counting (solid) and cluster counting

with amplitude information from single clusters (broken).

P.C.C. and W.C.C. extrapolation from measurement in the time

expansion chamber for pure cluster counting resp. weighted

cluster counting.

Fig. 30. Principle of time expansion chamber.

90
Fig. 31. Signal from time expansion chamber for Sr track. A: full

pulse train (Vn sa 1 cm/fjs); B: enlarged detail of 3...4 clusters.

Fig. 32o Plateau for cluster counting (left scale). Measured relativistic

rise for rr-p at p = 4 GeV/c over avalanche size (variable gas gain,

fixed threshold).

I'ig. 33. Measured cluster number distribution.

Fig. 34. Measured number of clusters.

For: 1 < 3v < 10 protons; 10 < gy < 100 pions; £3y > 100 electrons.
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Fig. 35. Calculation of minimum detector length to achieve p/k separation

(two standard deviations). C: diffusion (j-im), 5: double cluster

resolution (|_im), 1 = 0, p = 0 ideal cluster counting; dE/dx ideal

total ionization measurement.
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